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  KETELES KF9 

USER MANUAL 

ATTENTION 
Please read this manual carefully before using the lankeleisi elec- 
tricbicycle. Ifyou do not understand this information, or ifyou do 
not cover the issues covered inthis manual, please contact the 
dealer. 



The Packaging of the e-bike 

Only need to install front wheel, handlebar, pedals, fender, 
basket 

Turn upside down 



Remove the fork spacer. (it protects the fork from crushing 
and deformation during shipping, it’s not a part of the bike ) 

Put the front wheel on the fork 

The fork dropouts hold the tips of the front hub Tighten the nuts on both sides 



  
Front wheel installation completed Turn it over again 

  

Ready to install the steering column Insert the upper part of the column into the lower part 



  
Stand the steering column  Lock the column folding quick release lever 

  
Use the bolt to join the headlight, fork arch and fender Tight the bolts 



  

Tighten another 2 bolts to fix front fender The headlight and front fender are fixed to the fork 

  
Fix the basket holder to the head tube 



Install the basket 

The pedal with letter L should be fixed on the left side Turn spanner counter-clockwise to fix the pedal L 



The pedal with letter R should be fixed on the right side Turn the spanner clockwise to fix the pedal R 

Side view of the e-bike Turn the key on the right and then press button M for 3~4 
seconds on the left 



  
The safety switch and the frame folding quick release lever Turn the safety switch  

  
Pull the frame folding quick release lever outward Fold the frame 



  
Fold the e-bike Fold the steering column 
 

Tips: Full Electric Mode (i.e. using throttle only) is for flat roads.  

Do not use Full Electric Mode on slopes or rough roads or beaches, otherwise excessive 

resistance will cause the motor or controller damage. If the road condition is unsuitable or 

too rough, please use PAS (Pedal Assist System) mode. PAS is when you use your feet to 

pedal in order to help the motor overcome resistance. 
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